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Yoon et al.1 analyzed 3,481 Korean patients who under-
went liver transplantation (LT) between 2012 and 2014, 
followed by endoscopic and radiological biliary interven-
tions. This paper was meaningful as it was a national sur-
vey using Korea Health Insurance Review and Assessment 
data.2 However, the codes reflected only the procedures 
performed; the reasons, methods, and results were lacking. 
Also, it was unclear whether surgery featured duct-to-duct 
anastomosis or hepaticojejunostomy in patients undergo-
ing living donor LT (LDLT).

LT in Korea differs markedly from that in Western 
countries. The LDLT rate is more than 2-fold higher than 
that of deceased donor LT (DDLT).3 Lee et al.3 established 
right-lobe LDLT in Korea. Accordingly, in recent years, 
Korea has become a leading country in LDLT. In Korea’s 
family-centered culture, this surgery has become a source 
of hope for end-stage liver-disease patients. However, com-
pared to DDLT, LDLT is more difficult and is associated 
with a higher incidence of biliary complications.4 Duct-to-
duct anastomosis is preferred to hepaticojejunostomy in 
LDLT for various reasons. When duct-to-duct anastomosis 
is performed, the bile duct anastomosis site is higher (at 
the hilum) than in DDLT. In LDLT, the angle between the 
bile duct of the new liver and the extrahepatic bile duct is 
acute, which is associated with risks of ischemia and trac-
tion in surrounding tissues. If the transplanted liver be-
comes hypertrophic, an anastomotic stricture is possible.5-8 
Also, anastomotic stricture sometimes accompanies bile 
leakage. 

Yoon et al.1 reported that the average number of biliary 
interventions in LDLT patients was 3.4±2.0, of which the 

first was required at 7.7 months after surgery. However, bil-
iary complications persist for a long time after LDLT. Sev-
eral interventions are required due to the underlying tissue 
ischemia and the consequent traction trigger repeated 
strictures.7 Benign biliary stricture (BBS) treatment seeks 
to achieve tissue distension without inducing (irreversible) 
fibrosis. BBS treatment is thus time-consuming. Recently, a 
modified, removable, fully-covered self-expandable metal 
stent has been used instead of multiple plastic stents (ag-
gressive endoscopic treatment) to reduce the treatment 
time of BBS.5-9 Even when this affords complete stricture 
resolution, re-stricture often occurs. Yoon et al.1 enrolled 
patients who underwent LT between 2012 and 2014, and 
followed up until 2015. The median follow-up period was 
30.7 months (range, 21.2 to 39.6 months). Some follow-up 
periods were <2 years, which is relatively short. Endosco-
pists and interventional radiologists who encounter BBS in 
clinical practice agree that anastomotic strictures of LDLT 
patients are challenging to treat and frequently recur.7 
In some patients with BBSs after LDLT, the anastomotic 
strictures are totally occluded. Such patients have recently 
been treated via magnetic compression anastomosis.10 A 
percutaneous tract is required for magnet delivery; several 
biliary interventions are needed to prepare and maintain a 
new anastomotic fistula. The treatment period is extended. 
In Korea, where LDLT accounts for >70% of all LT, the 
number of biliary complications will be higher than in 
patients undergoing DDLT.3 Yoon et al.1 found that the fre-
quency of biliary intervention after LT in Korea was similar 
to that of previous studies. However, longer follow-up and 
more precise data are required to evaluate the actual fre-
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quency of biliary intervention in LDLT patients accurately. 
In the future, most LT will be LDLT; DDLT is becom-

ing rarer worldwide, not only in Korea. As LDLT experi-
ence increases and the surgical techniques improve, the 
incidence of biliary tract complications after LDLT may 
decrease. However, some biliary complications are inevi-
table. Korea must develop an effective intervention strategy 
based on accurate complication data.
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